
THE BLACK QUEER MEN’S COLLECTIVE

Invites you to 

BLKOUTUK.COM





INFORMED BY THE VOICES AND EXPERIENCES 

OF THE UK’s BLACK QUEER MEN 



ARTICULATED THROUGH 

DIALOGUE AMONG 

BLACK QUEER MEN 

OUR VALUES 



PEARL ALCOCK‘S BASEMENT BAR 

OPENED IN BRIXTON DURING 

THE 1970s. 

IT QUICKLY BECAME THE VITAL 

SPACE FOR BLACK QUEER MEN IN 

LONDON TO MEET, CONNECT 

AND BE FREE TO BE THEMSELVES. 

THE BAR CLOSED IN 1981



40 YEARS LATER, WE WANT TO 

HONOUR PEARL’S LEGACY IN 

BRIXTON BY

• BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER,

• RE-CONNECTING BLACK 

LIBERATION WITH QUEER 

LIBERATION, 

• INSPIRING JOY, LAUGHTER AND 

CONVIVIALITY

• AND ESTABLISHING FOUNDATIONS 

FOR BLACK AND QUEER FUTURES 



PROGRAMME

Date Event Details

9 Aug Social media/press launch

SEPT

1 ‘BLESSED ARE THE SPACEMAKERS’
Launch of podcast 

Episode one: Pearl Alcock

1 PEARL’S JAM – THE SOUNDTRACK Launch of a series of weekly playlists chosen 
by spacemakers

3 ‘It takes a BRIXTON village’ Ball 7.30 – 10.30 Market Row, Brixton

4-6 Pearl’s Brixton Pop-up
• Black Queer Enterprise Zone
• Pearl’s Portraits
• Pearls of wisdom
• The New Pearls – consultation

Market Row, Brixton
Saturday – Monday  12 noon – 7pm

8 Remember Pearl? History Hackathon ONLINE event in association with Museum&

10 Pearl’s Jam 
Pride Sound-clash

8 – late,
SOHO HOUSE, Brixton

15 ‘Connected LIVE’ Speed Networking 7.30 – 11pm – Venue TBC

19 Pearl-y Skates – Get outside A new monthly event - rollerskating get 
together, get outside

26 Black Men Who Brunch Our monthly edutainment event returns



SOCIAL

Like Pearl, we create safer spaces –

THE HUB – is our bespoke digital 

haven. As it grows in reach, and trust, 

it helps us stay connected,  

supported, and accountable.

EXCLUSIVE Pearl’s content and 

early bird tickets to incentivise 

growth & engagement.

To give Pearl a voice again, we’ll set up 

an Instagram in her name and through 

it communicate what we are doing and 

spread messages to connect with and 

support greater visibility among our 

communities



The ‘It takes a
(BRIXTON)

village’ ball

A fabulous evening event in the run up to 
Pride in London, celebrating the joy, 
resilience, and cultural impact of Black 
queer lives on our neighbourhood, city, 
and globally – we’re here, we’re queer, 
get used to it.



QTIPOC POP-UP SHOP

ENTERPRISE ZONE

A BLACK QUEER CIRCULAR ECONOMY?

BLKOUT_UK will launch our 2021/2 

collection of merch, and our new 

online shop in time for Pride in 

London.

We will also be launching a Black Queer business 

directory in 2022, and will offer retail space to 

other QTIPOC who would like the opportunity to 

grow their side hustles/online businesses via 

PEARL’S QTIPOC POP-UP SHOP.

Better than ‘It Gets Better’ – share 

some advice you’ve inherited from 

the Windrush Generation for the 

youth of today 

PEARL’s FAMILY

PORTRAITS 
Recreating a pictorial record of 

Pearl’s clientele if it were open 

today, placing it firmly in a Black 

British idiom, offering current 

families (and chosen families) an 

opportunity to express (newfound?) 

support for Black Queer lives. 

PEARL’s OF 

WISDOM

THE NEW PEARLS

You’ve listened to the podcast, 

you’ve languished at home, 

you’ve not been alone in being 

alone – what space do you think 

Black Queer people need now 

and tomorrow? 

Share your thoughts, join the 

campaign. Help 

#makingspaceforus



PLAYLIST

Pearl’s customers 

would bring records 

from home for Pearl 

to play when there 

wasn’t a DJ – this will 

be an additional 

hook for our 

podcast, humanise 

our guests, and link 

to our Pride party

We will publish their 

choices as a Spotify 

playlist in advance,  to 

whet the appetite of 

listeners and reach beyond 

the usual podcast listening 

suspects
#MAKINGSPACEFORUS

Blessed are the 
space-makers?

Pearl Alcock was remarkable, but others have 
followed ; building community in the margins, 
often unsung, too often un-thanked, until now. 
who have been the community builders since 
Pearl closed her bar in 1981, who is following 
in her footsteps now? What have they learned 
about #makingspaceforus?

PODCAST



Remember Pearl?
Pearl Alcock’s life and the community’s memories of 
her deserve serious and proper research and 
commemoration. 

This project will lay the groundwork for that work to 
be undertaken by :

a) Using the raised public awareness to encourage 
those with memories of Pearl to share those 
memories for posterity in a formal oral history 
interview

b) Canvass interest and/or funds for a proper 
memorial plaque to be sited at or near 103 
Railton Road 

The ‘hackathon’ will support the development of a separate proposal 
to heritage funders and full consideration given to creating an 

independent documentary film about Pearl and/or her legacy today



The sounds of Brixton  in 

the 80s, 90s, 00s, and 10s 

The crowd vote, with their 

feet.

Which decade since Pearl’s 

Bar had the best tunes? 

PEARL’S 

JAMPRIDE 
WEEKEND



CONNECTED met as an online 
group throughout lockdown, 
and are now ready to GO LIVE 

with this speed networking 
event to extend contacts 

among Black gay/bi and/or 
trans men

SPEED 
NETWORKING

We know of each other, but 
when do we get to know 
each other?

CONNECTED LIVE!



We couldn’t imagine a cooler way to start our new 
series of events  - BLKOUT  PLAYGROUND  - we're 

inviting existing LGBTQ sports and games  
organisations to deliver fun taster sessions

Its like the 80s never went away –
roller-skating is  back in full force 
for a new generation

Pearl-y SKATES



PEARL’S RETURN – THE LEGACY

FOR LONDON’S CIVIL SOCIETY

Unleashing new voices and talents is required now, given the scale and urgency of 

the challenges we collectively face. 
We can no longer afford the profligacy of disregarding those who do not fit neatly into convenient 
categorisations.  We are seeking support for citizen-centred, relationship oriented solutions.- for 
new models of working across boundaries and outside of silos. Pearl’s Return and her existing legacy 
highlight the potential we as a society have been missing out on due to prejudice and discrimination.



Making space for us



HELP

WANTED
• Videographer – live events

• Podcast Editor

• Event staging (runway)

• Lighting (market)

• Soundclash DJs

• Event stewards

• Portrait Photographer

• Stage manager

• Brand sponsors

• QTIPOC led small/medium retail 

enterprises

• Oral history interviewers

• Local/Black/Queer historians and 

archivists

• Online events managers

• Journalists and media producers

• Reviewers

• Arts, sports, games workshop 

leaders

If you can help or are 
interested in  taking 
part in ‘Pearl’s Return’. 

Contact Rob  -
rob@blkoutuk.com


